
CIVIL AIR PATROL 
CADET STAFF DUTY ANALYSIS 

PERSONAL LEADERSHIP PLAN 
See CAPP 60-32, Cadet Staff Duty Analysis for instructions and an evaluation rubric. Use of this template is optional. 

Cadet Name 

CAPID Cadet Grade Achievement Number Date 

PART 1.  RECENT HISTORY 

1.  Narrative    Where are you on your leadership journey? What have you accomplished, and what are you working on and looking forward to?    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Readings   What have you recently read or learned about that has influenced your growth as a leader? How?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  Personal Reflections   In what ways have your viewpoints changed recently so as to illustrate your increasing maturity? 

 

 

Continued next page . . .  



PART 2.  FOCUS ON THE FUTURE 

4. Goals   What personal and leadership-related goals are you pursuing over the long-term, mid-term, and short-term?

4a.  Long-Term Aspirations    

4b.  Mid-Term Goals 

4c.  Short-Term Actions 

5. Skills Plan   What leadership or personal skills do you want to improve upon in the next six months? How will you develop the skills needed to fulfill 
your goals? Identify 3 skills you want to develop or improve. Explain what specific steps you’ll take to improve in those skill areas. 

6. Mentors, Role Models, Peers, & Mentees Who is influencing you, and who are you influencing? Where do you want those relationships to go next?

Reviewing Officer Name & Grade Reviewing Officer Signature Date * Satisfies SDA Requirements

* Requires Revision

Reviewing Officer Remarks 


	CAPID: 123456
	Reviewing Officer Name  Grade: 
	Reviewing Officer Signature: 
	Cadet Name: John Curry
	Cadet Grade: [C/Lt Col]
	Ach No: [16]
	Narrative: If I had only one word to describe what I've learned as a cadet, I'd choose the word "self-confidence." The first time I wore my uniform, I felt incredible pride but incredible awkwardness, especially when we'd go to McDonalds after the meeting. And when I became an NCO and started calling commands, again I felt awkwardness, despite being eager to do it well. And when I delivered my speech for the Armstrong, again I was very nervous. In short, I used to be a nervous and awkward and scared cadet. I'm now quite self-confident, thanks to CAP. I'm very good at leading cadets in drill, and while I'm not as poised and organized as I'd like to be, I'm not frightened of public speaking. Having overcome challenges in my first year as a cadet, I've learned that I am someone who not only endures challenges but generally comes through them stronger, smarter, and more capable, or in a word, self-confident. Perhaps the big challenge facing me in this, my senior year at high school, is remembering my successful track record in facing challenges. As I begin the challenge of college, I should feel confident in knowing that while I may struggle a bit at first, eventually I'll do quite well. 
	Readings: At school, we've read about President Wilson's plan for the League of Nations. It was a good idea that eventually grew into the United Nations, but the League itself was an abysmal failure. How does that relate to leadership? If a leader is someone who can bring people to a new and better future, Wilson failed as a leader in that he couldn't persuade America to join the League. So for me as a young leader, I'm becoming interested in how leaders "win" when they want to make big changes. A leader can't just "order" people to accept big changes because one way or another, people will push-back, especially in a democracy. Therefore, a leader has to be persuasive and convincing. In the readings at school, it was emphasized that Wilson was a former professor and college president, so I imagine (the text didn't say exactly) that Wilson tried to persuade people on rational or logical grounds. I bet there was very little appeal to people's emotions. If so, maybe that was the missing ingredient. Regardless, I liked studying Wilson's presidency because I realized that you can learn leadership through history, not just through a "leadership" book or CAP. 
	Personal Reflections: I covered this in section 1 above in talking about how I've learned to overcome initial fears or nervousness. For thoroughness, I'll just add one more example here, but keep it brief. In movies, when you see characters in leadership roles (Captain Kirk, for example), they tend to be bold, decisive leaders. I used to think every "real" leader had to have the quality of decisiveness. Now, however, I'm seeing the matter in a different way. You can be a thoughtful decision maker and still be a good leader, maybe even a more effective leader than the quick-acting decisive leader. This change of philosophy came to me after my having served as both a flight commander and a squadron commander at encampment. As the flight commander, I tried to be decisive and quick-acting, following the Captain Kirk model. As a squadron commander responsible for supervising and mentoring my flight commanders, I was sometimes astonished by their knee-jerk reactions. It was as if they never put any actual thought into their decisions. Think then act, not the reverse! So, thanks to my experience as a squadron commander, I now see the value in just stopping and thinking and/or conferring with someone before making a decision. Two years ago, I never would've considered that non-speedy decisions could count as "good" leadership. 
	Long-Term: My two top long-term aspirations are to become either an airline pilot or a math teacher. I'm not sure of which, but I've learned that a math degree would work for either career field, and so I plan to major in math next year when I begin college. 
	Mid-Term: 1.  School.  Improve my score on the SAT/ACT by (X) points. That would help me improve my college scholarship opportunities. 2.  CAP.  I want to earn my Spaatz, but that won't happen before high school graduation. Still, earning the Eaker by graduation (6 months from now) is a reasonable mid-term goal for me. Also, I want to serve on command staff at encampment.
	Short-Term: 1.  School.  For the SAT/ACT, I am already very strong on math, but weak on the verbal. Therefore, I'll do 3 exercises in the test prep booklet each week from now until test day. 2.  CAP.  To earn my Eaker and serve on command staff at encampment will require me to improve as a public speaker. That's one skill that both goals hold in common. Therefore, I will use my speaking opportunity at the upcoming Wing Conference as a test or an opportunity for a "personal best." (More on public speaking in section 5 below.)
	Skills Plan: (1)  Public Speaking.  I will improve my public speaking skills by becoming more organized. In particular, I will develop an outline before making the speech, have an experienced person review that outline, and then I might make changes to it. Further, I’ll watch three You Tube videos of famous speeches and try to mentally outline those talks as I listen. My next opportunity to work on this skill set will be at Wing Conference next month, where I’m briefing new cadets on the encampment program. I'll ask my friend, C/Capt Jones, who is an excellent speaker, to give me feedback. (2)  Item 2 . . .(3)  Item 3 . . . 
	Mentors: (1.)  Mentor.  Lt Col Lallier is continuing to work with me on goal-setting. I'm just having a hard time figuring out what it means to set goals for the squadron. I mean, our goal is to do the Cadet Program and do it by the book, so I'm not sure what more needs to be said, but apparently there is, and I'll continue talking with her and trying to learn about goals. (2.)  Role Model.  Because I'm thinking about a career with the airlines, I think it'll be useful to develop a better relationship with Capt Reep. He's a retired airline pilot, and although he and I are friendly enough, I've never really spoken with him one on one. I should tell him of my career interest and listen to any advice he might have. I admit I feel awkward in approaching him, so I might ask Lt Col Lallier to help me out by telling him of my interest. (3.)  Mentee.  Cadet Smith just pinned on C/SSgt and so now is an NCO. I remember that making that airman to NCO transition was bumpy for me, so I'll make a point to encourage her and tell her that I used to be nervous about leading drill and that she'll do well soon enough.
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